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ABSTRACT
The Shapley value has become a popular method to attribute the
prediction of a machine-learning model on an input to its base
features. The Shapley value [1] is known to be the unique method
that satisfies certain desirable properties, and this motivates its use.
Unfortunately, despite this uniqueness result, there are a multiplic-
ity of Shapley values used in explaining a model’s prediction. This
is because there are many ways to apply the Shapley value that
differ in how they reference the model, the training data, and the
explanation context.
In this paper, we study an approach that applies the Shapley
value to conditional expectations (CES) of sets of features (cf. [2])
that subsumes several prior approaches within a common frame-
work. We provide the first algorithm for the general version of CES.
We show that CES can result in counterintuitive attributions in
theory and in practice (we study a diabetes prediction task); for
instance, CES can assign non-zero attributions to features that are
not referenced by the model.
In contrast, we show that an approach called the Baseline Shap-
ley (BS) does not exhibit counterintuitive attributions; we support
this claim with a uniqueness (axiomatic) result. We show that BS
is a special case of CES, and CES with an independent feature dis-
tribution coincides with a randomized version of BS. Thus, BS fits
into the CES framework, but does not suffer from many of CES’s
deficiencies.
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1 MOTIVATION AND RELATEDWORK
We discuss the attribution problem, i.e., the problem of distributing
the prediction score of a model for a specific input to its base fea-
tures (cf. [2–4]); the attribution to a base feature can be interpreted
as the importance of the feature to the prediction. For instance,
when attribution is applied to a model that makes loan decisions,
the attributions tell you how influential a feature was to the loan
decision for a specific loan applicant. Attributions thus have ex-
planatory value.
One of the leading approaches to attribution is based on the
Shapley value [1], a construct from cooperative game theory. In co-
operative game theory, a group of players come together to consume
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a service, and this incurs some cost. The Shapley value distributes
this cost among the players. There is a correspondence between
cost-sharing and the attribution problem: The cost function is anal-
ogous to the model, the players to base features, and the cost-shares
to the attributions.
The Shapley value is known to be the unique method that satis-
fies certain properties (see Section 2.1 for more details). The desir-
ability of these properties, and the uniqueness result make a strong
case for using the Shapley value. Unfortunately, despite the unique-
ness result, there are a multiplicity of Shapley values that differ in
how they refer to the model, the training data, and the explanation
context. Here is a chronological sampling of the literature:
(1) There is literature (cf. [5, 6]) that uses the Shapley value to
attribute the goodness of fit (R2) of a linear regression model
to its features by retraining the model on different feature
sets.
(2) [7, 8] apply the Shapley value to study the importance of
a feature to a given function, by using it to identify the
"variance explained" by the feature; no retraining involved .
(3) [9, 10] use the Shapley value to solve the attribution problem,
i.e, feature importance for a specific prediction. The first
paper applies the Shapley value by retraining the model
on every possible subset of the features. The second paper
applies the Shapley value to the conditional expectation
of a specific model (no retraining) (see Section 2.3 for a
formal definition of the conditional expectation approach).
They assume that features are distributed uniformly and
independently.
(4) [11] applies the Shapley value to the conditional expectations
of the model’s function with a contrived distribution that
is the product of the marginals of the underlying feature
distribution.
(5) [2] also investigates the Shapley value with conditional ex-
pectations; it constructs various approximations that make
assumptions about either the function, or the distribution,
and applies it compositionally on modules of a deep network.
(6) [12] computes the Shapley value with conditional expecta-
tions efficiently for trees; however, it is not very clear about
its assumptions on the feature distribution 1
(7) [13] generalizes one of the approaches in [2] to the case when
the distributions are not independent, either by assuming
that the features are generated by a mixture of Gaussians
or by a non-parametric, heuristic approach that applies the
Mahalanobis distance to the empirical distribution.
(8) Unlike the methods above that either delete or marginalize
over a feature, [4, 14, 15] apply the Shapley value, by using
a different approach to ‘turn features off’. This approach
takes an auxiliary input called a baseline, and switches the
explicand’s feature value to the value of the feature in the
baseline (see Section 2.2 for details).
1In an email exchange, Scott Lundberg clarified that the implicit assumption is
that the features are distributed according to "the distribution generated by the tree".
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The first and second approaches solve a different problem (of
feature importance across all the training data), and we will ignore
them for the most part. Notice that the rest are solving the attribu-
tion problem, 2 and they all apply the Shapley value, but they differ
in how they ‘switch a feature off’, and consequently give different
results. In this paper, we attempt to pick between these methods
using the lens of axiomatization.
2 PRELIMINARIES
We model the machine-learning model as a real-valued function f
that takes a vector of features as input; the features are also assumed
to be real valued. The set of features is denoted by N . The domain
of the ith feature is Xi . We designate the input to be explained, i.e.,
the explicand, by the vector x of features; when we say xS we mean
the sub-vector of a vector x restricted to the features in the set S .
We will assume that the features are generated according to a
distribution D; this distribution could be the data distribution or
a posited distribution as in Section 3.1. If the features are drawn
independently, we will designate the distribution of feature i by
Di . The conditional expectation E[f (x)|xS ] is the expected value
of the function over the distribution with the features in S fixed at
the explicand’s value.
2.1 Shapley value
The Shapley value takes as input a set function v : 2N → R. The
Shapley value produces attributions si for each player i ∈ N that
add up to v(N ). The Shapley value of a player i is given by:
si =
∑
S ⊆N \i
|S |! ∗ (|N | − |S | − 1)!
N ! (v(S ∪ i) −v(S)) (1)
There is an alternate permutation-based description of the Shap-
ley value: Order the players uniformly at random, add them one
at a time in this order, and assign to each player i its marginal
contributionV (S ∪ i)−v(S); here S is the set of players that precede
i in the ordering.
When we apply the Shapley value to model explanation, the key
question is what should we use for the set function v? Here are
some approaches:
2.2 Baseline Shapley
This approach takes as input an explicand x , the function f and an
auxiliary input called the baseline x ′. The set function is defined as:
v(S) = f (xS ;x ′N \S ) (2)
That is, we model a feature’s absence using its value in the
baseline.We call this the Baseline Shapley (BS) approach.We denote
BS attribution by bsi (x ,x ′, f ). Variants of this approach have been
used by [2, 4, 14, 15].
Remark 2.1 (Context). We can use the baseline to model the
explanation context. For instance, consider a model that makes loan
decisions. If the applicant has been denied a loan, it is likely more
useful to produce an explanation that only attributes to features that
are in the applicant’s power to change (e.g. getting a high school
2[2] unifies several of these methods under a common framework based on
conditional expectations.
diploma as opposed to reducing their age). Such an explanation is
achievable by selecting a baseline that coincides with the explicand
on immutable features.
Remark 2.2. BS is a simple generalization of a classic cost-sharing
method called Shapley-Shubik (cf. [16]) where the baseline x ′ is set
to zero; the explicand value xi corresponds to the demand of player i .
(Contrast this to the binary setting of the Shapley value, where the
player is either present or absent.)
2.2.1 Random Baseline Shapley. This approach is a variant of BS
that takes three inputs: An explicand x , a function f , and a distri-
bution D. The attributions are the expected BS values, where the
baseline x ′ is drawn randomly according to the distribution D. This
approach is implicit in [2] (see Equation 11).
2.3 Conditional Expectations Shapley (CES)
This approach takes three inputs: an explicand x , a function f , and
a distribution D. The set function v(S) is defined by the conditional
expectation ED [f (x ′)|x ′S = xS )]. We denote the CES attribution
for feature i with explicand x , distribution D and function f by
cesi (x ,D, f ). This approach has been used by [2, 10, 11].
Remark 2.3 (Explicit Comparison). Unlike CES, BS does not
depend on the feature distribution D, but requires an additional input
(the baseline). It is explicit about what the explicand is being compared
against. This results in a clearer interpretation of the attributions (sub-
stantiated in Remark 4.11) at the cost of having to choose a baseline.
If a baseline is hard to choose, for some reason, then RBS presents an
alternative.
2.4 Axioms
We now list several desirable properties of an attribution technique
and also discuss why each property is desirable. Later, we will
use these properties to separate good and bad attribution methods.
Most of these axioms have appeared in prior cost-sharing literature
(cf. [16]).
An attribution method satisfies:
• Dummy (D) if dummy features get zero attributions. A fea-
ture i is dummy in a function f if for any two values xi and
x ′i and every value xN \i of the other features, f (xi ;xN \i ) =
f (x ′i ;xN \i ); this is just a formal way of saying that the fea-
ture is not referenced by themodel, and it is natural to require
such variables to get zero attributions.
• Efficiency (E) if for every explicand x , and baseline x ′, the
attributions add up to the difference f (x) − f (x ′) for the
baseline approach. For the conditional expectation approach,
f (x ′) is replaced by Ex ′∼D [f (x ′)]. This axiom can be seen
as part of the framing of the attribution problem; we would
like to assign blame of the entire difference f (x) − f (x ′) to
the features.
• Linearity (L) if, feature by features, the attributions of the
sum of two functions f1 and f2 is the sum of the attributions
for each of the two functions. Attributions represent a kind
of forced linearization of the function in the vicinity of the
baseline and explicand. It is therefore desirable to preserve
the existing linear structure in the function.
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• Symmetry (SYM) if for every function f that is symmetric
in two variables i and j, if the explicand x and baseline x ′
are such that xi = x j and x ′i = x
′
j , then the attributions for
i and j should be equal. This is a natural requirement with
obvious justification.
• Strong Monotonicity (SM) if for every two functions, f1
and f2, on the same domain, if for some feature i , at all points
x in the domain, ∂f2(x )∂xi ≥
∂f1(x )
∂xi
≥ 0, then the magnitude
of attribution of feature i for function f2 is at least as large
as that for function f13. An simple example will help clarify
this axiom: Imagine that f1 and f2 are both linear models on
an identical feature set. Moreover, the coeffiecients of all the
features except one (call this feature i) are identical; let us
say that f2 has a large positive coefficient for this feature i ,
while f1 has a small positive coefficient. This satisfies the
conditions on the partial derivative in the antecedent of the
axiom. Because the coefficient of feature i in function f2 is
larger, it is reasonable for feature i to have an attribution of
greater magnitude for f2 than for f1.
• Affine Scale Invariance (ASI) if the attributions are invari-
ant under a simultaneous affine transformation of the func-
tion and the features. That is, for any c,d , if f1(x1, . . . ,xn ) =
f2(x1, ..., (x j−d)/c, ...,xn ), then for all i wehaveattri (x ,x ′, f ) =
attri ((x1, . . . , c ∗x j +d, . . . xn ), (x ′1, . . . , c ∗x ′j +d, . . . x ′n ), f2).
(Scale Invariance is a special case of ASI where d = 0). ASI
conveys the idea that the zero point and the units of a feature
should not determine its attribution; this is defensible for
machine learning where the signal is usually carried by the
covariance structure of the features and the response vari-
able. Here is a concrete example: Imagine a model that takes
temperature as a feature. ASI dictates that whether tempera-
ture is measured in Celsius or Farenheit, the attribution to
the feature should be identical.
• Demand Monotonicity (DM) if for every feature i , and
function f that is non-decreasing in i , the attribution of fea-
ture i should only increase if the value of feature i increases,
with all else held fixed. This simply means that if the function
is monotone in a feature, that feature’s attribution should
increase if the explicand’s value for that feature increases.
Remark 2.4 (Binary versus Continuous). The standard axiom-
atization of the Shapley value ([1]) only references (binary variants
of) the first four axioms in the list. However this is a binary setting,
i.e., players are either present or absent, or analagously for machine
learning, the features are boolean. In the continuous setting, i.e., when
players have levels of demand, represented by a positive real number,
or analogously when the features are continuous, these axioms no
longer suffice for uniqueness. In fact, there are several methods that
satisfy these four axioms4. Consequently, we need additional axioms
like Demand Monotonicity and Affine Scale Invariance to establish
uniqueness in the continuous setting, as we do in Corollary 3.3.
3This is a slight generalization of the axiom for cost-sharing from [17].
4[16] studies three such methods: Shapley-Shubik, Serial, and Aumann Shapley
3 PROPERTIES OF BS
3.1 Fitting BS into the CES framework
Here we show that one can posit a distribution D such that the BS
approach coincides with CES under the distribution D5. This shows
that BS fits in the framework of CES.
Lemma 3.1. For any explicand x and baseline x ′, the baseline ap-
proach results in attributions identical to the conditional expectations
approach when the features are distributed independently and the
distribution for feature i has two points in its support, xi and x ′i , where
Pr(xi ) = ϵ and Pr(x ′i ) = 1 − ϵ , and ϵ → 0.
Proof. It suffices to show that the set functions input to the
Shapley value for the two approaches have identical values. The
set function for CES is:
v(S) =
∑
S ′⊆N \S f (xS ′∪S ;x ′N \(S ′∪S ))ϵ |S
′ | ∗ (1 − ϵ) |N \(S ′∪S ) |∑
S ′⊆N \S ϵ |S
′ | ∗ (1 − ϵ) |N \(S ′∪S ) | (3)
Because ϵ → 0, the numerator is dominated by the term where
S ′ is empty, and the numerator tends to f (xS ;x ′N \S ) ∗ (1 − ϵ) |N \S | .
By an analogous argument, the denominator tends to (1 − ϵ) |N \S | .
Dividing, we get the set function for BS. □
3.2 Axiomatizing BS
Prior axiomatization results from the machine learning literature
(e.g. [2, 10, 11]), do not cover the choice of function input to the
Shapley value. 6,7 These results also chose to focus on the (binary)
Shapley value (where players are either present or absent), which
happens to coincide with the conditional expectation approach in
which features are either marginalized over or not. But the binary
Shapley axioms seem insufficient to axiomatize the phenomena
modeled by the continuous functions used in machine learning.
5[2] shows that the the conditional expectations approach reduces to the baseline
approach that uses the feature means as the baseline, if the features are independently
distributed and the model is linear. Our reduction applies to non-linear models and
baselines other than the feature means.
6As an aside, [2] claims to show that one of the standard axioms (symmetry) used
in the Shapley axiomatization is redundant within an earlier axiomatization of the
Shapley value by [17]. It claims that Missingness, Local Accuracy and Consistency
suffice. (The latter two axioms are called efficiency and strong monotonicity by [17]).
This claim is incorrect. Here is the counterexample: Suppose that the function is
x1 ∗ x2 ∗ x3 , with all three feature values identically 1 in the explicand. Assume
that the features are independently and identically distributed over the discrete set
{0, 1}, with 0 having a probability 1 − ϵ and 1, ϵ . Shapley gives identical shares to
all three variables, 1/3. Now, consider an alternate attribution method: Take a fixed
permutation of the three variables, x1 → x2 → x3 and define the attributions to be the
marginals of this permutation as in Section 2.1. This method satisfies missingness, local
accuracy, and consistency, but yields different attributions from Shapley values—the
third variable gets an attribution of 1 and the rest get attributions of 0.
7The axiomatization for Deep Shap in [2] is problematic in a different way: In
Deep Shap, the Shapley value is applied layer by layer rather than to the network as a
whole. This destroys the guarantees of the Shapley axioms because the attributions
become sensitive to the arrangement of parameters in the network, as opposed to the
function that the network computes. Here is an an analogy using a simple function
x1 ∗ x2 ∗ x3. Consider an ‘implementation’ of the function first computes x1 ∗ x2
and then multiplies it with x3, i.e., ((x1 ∗ x2) ∗ x3). Let us say that the feature values
are all identically 1 in the input and identically 0 in the baseline. Deep Shap would
attribute half to x3 and half to the product x1 ∗ x2, it would then redistribute the
half equally among x1 and x2, resulting in attributions that are a 1/4 each for x1
and x2 and 1/2 for x3. If the ‘implementation’ was (x1 ∗ (x2 ∗ x3)) instead, then
the attributions would be 1/2 for x1 and 1/4 each for x2 and x3. Notice that both
attributions are also a violation of hte symmetry axiom. Applying the BS end-end
would result in attributions of 13 each.
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In contrast, we investigate the Shapley-Shubik approach (see Re-
mark 2.2) and leverage a prior axiomatization of Shapley-Shubik to
axiomatize BS.
We begin by defining cost-sharing formally. A cost-sharing
problem is an attribution problem with function f , explicand x
and baseline x ′ such that the baseline x ′ = 0, the explicand x is
non-negative, and the function f is non-decreasing in each variable,
i.e., if two feature vectors x− ≤ x+ (point-wise for every feature),
then f (x−) ≤ f (x+).8
To prove our result, wewill assume that the function f is continu-
ously differentiable, and has bounded partial derivatives. Call these
requirements T. We further impose two reasonable, but technical
requirements on the attribution method as follows.
Continuity (C): For every feature i , and every function f , and
every explicand x and baseline x ′,
lim
x→x ′i
attri ((x1, . . . ,x , . . . xn ),x ′, f ) = attri ((x1, . . . ,x ′i , . . . xn ),x ′, f )
Non-negative Shares (NNS): if for every function that is non-
decreasing in feature i , if the explicand value for the feature exceeds
its baseline value, then the attribution to the feature should be non-
negative. This condition exists to ensure that the attributions are
non-negative for cost-sharing problems, which require functions
that are monotone in every variable. Consequently, we would like
the attributions to also be non-negative. (This condition is also a
consequence of DemandMonotonicity and the simpler requirement
of having zero attributions when the baseline and explicand values
coincide.)
For cost-sharing, Corollary 1 from [16] reads:
Theorem 3.2. Shapley-Shubik is the unique method that satisfies
the Efficiency, Linearity, Dummy, Affine Scale Invariance (ASI), De-
mand Monotonicity (DM), Continuity (C), Non-negative Shares (NNS)
and Symmetry for all cost-sharing problems that satisfy the technical
conditions T. 9
We now show that under Linearity and ASI, attribution reduces
to cost-sharing:
Corollary 3.3. BS is the unique method that satisfies the Lin-
earity, Dummy, Affine Scale Invariance (ASI), Demand Monotonicity
(DM), Continuity (C), Non-negative Shares (NNS) and Symmetry for
all attribution problems that satisfy the technical conditions T.
Proof. It is easy to show that BS satisfies all the axioms (we
skip this part). Now consider the reverse direction, i.e., we would
like to show that no other method satisfies these axioms.
Given an attribution problem f ,x ,x ′, we progressively trans-
form it into equivalent cost-sharing problems.
First, we transform the problem f ,x ′,x into a problem f n ,x ′n ,xn
such that the baseline x ′n is the zero vector, and xn is non-negative.
The proof is inductive. The base case is by definition: we define
f 0,x0,x ′0 to be f ,x ,x ′. In step i we transform f i−1,x i−1,x ′i−1
into f i ,x i ,x ′i by transforming along feature i using the transfor-
mation in the definition of ASI (see Section 2.4) using the c = 1 if xi
is non-negative and c = −1 otherwise, and d = −x ′i ∗ c . The proof
8In [16], the function is defined to satisfy an additional property of being zero
at f (0); but this is only used to simplify the definition of the efficiency axiom (see
Section 2.4 to not require the f (0) term.
9The proof in [16] uses weaker versions of C, ASI and SYM axioms.
for the inductive step: By ASI, the attribution for f i−1,x i−1,x ′i−1
should equal to that for f i ,x i ,x ′i , and we have set the baseline
value for this feature to 0, and its explicand value is non-negative.
Next we express the function f n , as the difference of two non-
decreasing functions f1 and f2. Let p denote the infimum of the
partial derivative ∂f
n (x )
∂xi
, where x ranges over the domain of the
function f n , and i ranges over all the variables. By the technical con-
ditionsT , this infimum exists. Ifp is zero or positive, then f n is itself
non-decreasing—therefore set f1 to f n and f2 to the constant zero
function. Otherwise, define f2 to be the linear function
∑
i −p ∗ xi ;
notice that −p is positive and so the function is non-decreasing. Set
f1 = f n + f2; by definition of p, f1 is non-decreasing. By Linearity,
the attributions for f n ,xn ,x ′n , (which we have already shown are
equal to the attributions for f ,x ,x ′) is the difference between the
attributions of f1,xn ,x ′n and f2,xn ,x ′n .
To complete the proof, notice that both f1,xn ,x ′n and f2,xn ,x ′n
are cost-sharing problems. By Theorem 3.2, there is a unique cost-
sharing method that satisfies the list of axioms in the statement of
the theorem. Therefore attributions for f1,xn ,x ′n and f2,xn ,x ′n
must be generated by this method. This makes the attributions for
f ,x ,x ′ unique, and because BS satisfies the list of axioms for all
attribution problems, the unique method must be BS. □
4 PROPERTIES OF CES
In this section, we discuss properties of CES. Though it has been
previously proposed, CES has only been applied with additional
assumptions or modifications. For instance, [10], assumes an inde-
pendent feature distribution while [2] applies it to modules of a
deep network rather than end-to-end. In Section 4.2, we propose
an algorithm to compute CES directly over the training data. In
Section 4.4, we apply CES to a diabetes data set, and in Section 4.3,
we discuss axiomatic properties of CES. But first we show a relation
between CES and BS.
4.1 When CES reduces to RBS
Lemma 4.1. If the distribution D is an independent distribution
over the features, then RBS and CES coincide.
Proof. In the special case that the features follow an indepen-
dent distribution we show that the set function v(S) for RBS and
CES is the same for all sets S . Fix a set S and consider RBS:
Ex ′∼D f (xS ;x ′N \S ) = Ex ′N \S f (xS ;x
′
N \S ) (4)
= Ex ′N \S
[f (xS ;x ′N \S )|x ′S = xS ] (5)
= E[f (x)|xS ] (6)
where 4 follows because the expression is dummy in x ′S ; 5 is due to
feature independence; and the final expression is the set function
for CES. □
Remark 4.2. If the function f is linear and the distribution is
independent, then, BS with the baseline vector that has each feature
set to its average across the data set, has the same attributions as
CES (a consequence of Equation 9-12 from [2]) and hence RBS (due to
Lemma 4.1).
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Remark 4.3. [11] runs CES over an independent feature distribu-
tion D ′ that is a product of the marginal distributions of the input
feature distribution D. By Lemma 4.1, CES over D ′ is equivalent to
RBS over D ′. Since constructing the product distribution is somewhat
costly, one could ask if RBS on the contrived feature distribution D ′ is
equivalent to RBS on the original feature distribution D. The follow-
ing example proves that this is false, by showing that the sum of the
attributions in the two cases differ: Suppose we are given two binary
features x1 and x2, function f (x1,x2) = x1 ∗ x2 and a distribution
D such that P(0, 0) = P(1, 1) = 0.5. Suppose that the explicand is
x1 = 1,x2 = 1. Under D, E[f (x)] = 0.5. Under D ′, E[f (x)] = 0.25.
Recall that RBS attributions sum to f (x) − E[f (x)]; this completes
our counterexample.
4.2 Computing CES over the data distribution
The input to this approach is the (training) data, i.e., a list of ex-
amples T = {xt }. (We use superscripts to index examples and
subscripts to index features.) Given an explicand x , TS is the sub-
set of T that agrees with x on the features in the set S , i.e., TS =
{xt |∀i ∈ S,xti = xi }. Notice that T{} = T , and TN = {x}.
The value of the set function v(S) is the average value of the
function over inputs in the set TS . This is the empirical value of
the conditional expectation E[f (x)|xS )] in the CES approach (Sec-
tion 2.3).
Computing the Shapley value exactly (say using Equation 1)
takes time Θ(2n ) even if evaluating the function v on a specific
set takes constant time. Unfortunately, to compute CES over the
data distribution, one has to bear the additional cost of evaluating
TS , which seemingly requires a pass over the data. Fortunately, we
can do better by leveraging the following ’Downward closure’ 10
lemma:
Lemma 4.4 (Downward Closure). For every pair of sets of fea-
tures S, S ′ , if S ⊆ S ′ then TS ′ ⊆ TS .
Proof. Consider an xt that belongs to TS ′ . We note that it also
belongs to TS . This is because an example that agrees with the
explicand on a feature set S ′ also agrees with the explicand on
every feature set S that is a subset of S ′. □
We now leverage the Downward Closure lemma to compute
CES using the permutation approach from Section 2.1. Algorithm 1
has a few tricks to speed up computation. It computes the value of
v({}) exactly once (see computation of va ), it caches the values of
the sets Ti for all i , i.e., when a single feature is conditioned upon.
It uses the Downward Closure lemma to identify the subsequent
sets TS . If for i ∈ N , the sets Ti are small, then the computation of
CES is not substantially more expensive than the computation of
the Shapley value where the the set v(·) can can be evaluated in
constant time. Furthermore, our approach composes nicely with
the standard technique of sampling permutations to speed up the
computation of the Shapley value.
Remark 4.5 (Sparsity). CES over the data distribution is not
robust to sparsity. Suppose we have an explicand x such that every
10We borrow the term from the frequent itemset mining literature (cf. [18]). In
itemset mining, the downward closure property reflects that every subset of a frequent
itemset is also frequent. Analogously, for every feature set S , every row in TS is also
in TS′ for every subset S ′ ⊆ S .
Algorithm 1 Computing CES on Training Data
Inputs are the Explicand x and the Examples T , each over a
features set N
{Initializations}
for all i ∈ N do
si ← 0 {si is attribution for feature i}
Ti ← {} {Ti are examples that agree with explicand on feature
i}
end for
va ← 0 {va is the average function value over T }
{ // Take a pass over T to compute Ti ’s and va }
for all t ∈ T do
va ← va + f (xt )/|T |
for all i ∈ N do
if xi = xti then
Ti = Ti ∪ t
end if
end for
end for
{// Compute Shapley values via permutations}
for all permutations σ of N do
for all i ∈ 1 . . . |N | do
{The first element of the permutation is a special case.}
if i =1 then
{vp = v(S), where S consists of first i − 1 features of σ }
{vc = v(S), where S consists of first i features of σ }
{T ′ consists of training examples that agree in the first i
features of σ .}
vp ← va
T ′ ← Tσ1
else
vp ← vc
{Use the Downward Closure Lemma to update T ′}
for all t ∈ T ′ do
{σi is the ith feature in the ordering σ }
if xtσi , xi then
delete t from T ′
end if
end for
end if
vc ← 0
for all t ∈ T ′ do
vc ← vc + f (xt )/|T ′ |
end for
{Update Shapley value of the ith feature in the ordering σ }
sσi ← sσi + vc−vp#permutations
end for
end for
feature value xi is unique, i.e., it does not occur elsewhere in the
training data. Then, notice that TS = {x} for all non-empty sets
S . Therefore in each permutation, the first feature gets attribution
f (x) − Ex ′ D [f (x ′)] while all the other features get an attribution
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of zero. Therefore all the variables get equal attribution, even if the
function is not symmetric in the variables!
Notice that when the variables are continuous, such sparsity arises
naturally. There are various approaches to dealing with sparsity. One
approach is to construct the distribution as the product of marginal
distributions, as in [11]. Another approach is to assume that the func-
tion is somewhat smooth, and to compute the function’s value at a
point outside the training data using a weighted sum of nearby points
in the training data as in [13]. Unfortunately, the CES attributions
differ based on choice of method; we discuss this in Section 4.4.
4.3 In CES feature distributions can override
properties of the function
As discussed in Section 2.1, the Shapley value and its variants were
conceived in the context of cooperative game-theory in which
there no analog of the feature distribution D. The axioms (see
Section 2.4) were meant to guarantee that if the function has certain
properties (the antecedent), then the attributions must have certain
properties (the consequent). For instance, the Dummy axiom says
that if a function is insenstive to a feature (the antecedent), then the
feature should have zero attributions (the consequent). However,
the conditional expectations fed by CES to the Shapley value depend
both on the function and the distribution. Consequently, even if
the function satisfies certain properties, the consequent property
of the axiom need not hold. This gives rise to counter-intuitive
attributions.
We give several such examples in this section, while in the next
section we show that these phenomena do arise in practice 11. In
all our examples, each row of the table is a combination of feature
values; the first column specifies the probability of this feature
combination, the next two columns specify the feature values for
two discrete, abstract features T and B, and the remaining columns
specify the value of the function for this feature combination. Fea-
ture and function values used as explicand in the examples are in
bold.
See Section 2.4 for definitions of axioms.
Example 4.6 (Failure of Dummy). See the function f1 in Table 1
modeled as a bi-variate function of T and B. For the explicand T =
5,B = 5, the CES attributions are 22.52 each forT and B (a consequence
of Remark 4.5). Therefore the variableT gets a large attribution despite
being dummy.
Probability T B f1=B2 f2 = T f1 + f2
ϵ 5 5 25 5 30
1−ϵ
2 1 1 1 1 21−ϵ
2 1 2 4 1 5
Table 1: Example for: (a) Dummy, correlated variables can
have large CES attributions. (b) CES attributions are not lin-
ear in the function.
The implication is this: Say, in the context of an analysis of fair-
ness, we require that a certain feature plays no role in the prediction
11The examples in this section do not imply that prior axiomatizations (cf. [2]
or [11]) are incorrect. The various axioms still hold for the conditional expectation
based set function (cf. Section 2.3). However, many of the axioms have no natural
interpretation for this set function.
model, and indeed, it does not. If we use CES, it may still be assigned
significant attribution, leading us to incorrectly believe that the
function is sensitive to the variable.
Example 4.7 (Failure of Linearity). See the functions f1 and f2
in Table 1; model them as univariate functions of B andT respectively.
Consider the explicand T = 5,B = 5. Then the CES for the variable B
with the function f1 is the difference between the function value at the
explicand (25) and the mean of the function (2.5), i.e., 22.5, and that
for the function f2 is zero. Now consider the attribution of B for the
function f1 + f2; both variables get an attribution of 30−3.52 (again, a
consequence of Remark 4.5), which is not 22.5 + 0.
Here is an implication: Imagine, if we were computing attribu-
tions for an ensemble of trees. (Here, the prediction score for the
ensemble is a weighted sum of the prediction scores from each the
trees). Computing CES attributions for each tree over the features
used by the tree and then taking a weighted sum, will not equal to
the CES attributions for the ensemble.
Probability T B f =100 ∗T + B
1/3 1 1 101
1/3 1 0 100
1/3 0 1 1
Table 2: Increasing the feature value of B, can reduce its CES
attribution, even though f is monotone.
Example 4.8 (Failure of Demand Monotonicity). See the ex-
ample in Table 2. The CES attribution for feature B for the explicand
T = 1,B = 0 (a positive number) exceeds that for the explicand
T = 1,B = 1 ( a negative number); Notice that the explicands differ
only the value of feature B and the function f is monotone; therefore
this is a failure of Demand Monotonocity.
An implication of the above example is that it may lead the
consumer of the explanation to believe that the function is non-
monotone, even if this is not the case.
Probability T B f=T + B
(1 − p) ∗ (1 − q) 1 1 2
(1 − p) ∗ q 1 2 3
(1 − q) ∗ p 2 1 3
p ∗ q 2 2 4
Table 3: CES can give symmetric variables unequal attribu-
tions, even if the distribution D is independent.
Example 4.9 (Failure of Symmetry). In Table 3, the function is
symmetric in both variables. Furthermore, the variables are distributed
independently; variable T is 2 with probability p and 1 with the
remaining probability; variable B is 2 with probability q and 1 with
the remaining probability. For the symmetric explicand T = 2,B = 2,
variableT gets attribution 1 −p and variable B gets attribution 1 −q,
a violation of symmetry when p , q.
An implication of the above example is that it may lead the
consumer of the explanation to believe the two variables are not
symmetric, even if they actually are.
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Probability T B f1 =
√
T + B f2 = T + B
1/6 1 1 2 2
1/6 2 1 1 + √2 3
1/6 3 1 1 + √3 4
1/6 1 2 3 3
1/6 2 2 2 + √2 4
1/6 3 2 2 + √3 5
Table 4: Increasing a variable’s influence can reduce its CES
attributions, even when the distribution is independent.
Example 4.10 (Failure of Strong Monotonicity). Table 4
shows an example where the function f2 has larger partial derivatives
for variable T than f1 at each point in its domain (the domain is
T ≥ 1,B ≥ 1). Also, the two variables are independently distributed.
Now consider the explicand T = 2,B = 2. The attribution to the
variable T is lower for f2 than for f1 (going from 2
√
2−1−√3
3 ≈ 0.032
to 0), a violation of Strong Monotonicity.
An implication of this example is that even if we strengthen
a variable’s influence, its CES attribution could nevertheless fall.
This is because the function transformation influences the function
value on points in the background distribution more strongly than
at the explicand.
Remark 4.11. Here is the final tally of which methods satisfy
which axioms:
(1) From Corollary 3.3, BS satisfies Linearity, Dummy, Symmetry,
Demand Monotonicity, and Affine Scale Invariance. It is also
possible to show that it satisfies Strong Monotonicity (we omit
the easy but technical proof).
(2) Because RBS is an expectation over several BS invocations, it
also satisfies all the axioms listed above other than Symmetry
and Strong Monotonicity. It satisfies Symmetry only if the
distribution is symmetric in features in which the function is
symmetric. It can fail Strong Monotonicity as the example in
Table 4 shows.
(3) As Lemma 4.1 shows, CES is identical to RBS if the distribution
is independent. As discussed in Section 4.3, if the distribution is
not independent, it can fail Linearity12, Dummy and Demand
Monotonicity. Like RBS, it can fail Strong Monotonicity, and
satisfies Symmetry if the distribution is symmetric in features
in which the function is symmetric. It satisfies Affine Scale
Invariance (we omit the easy but technical proof).
4.4 A Diabetes Prediction Case Study
In this section, we show that different variants of the Shapley value
yield quantitatively different attributions. Furthermore, some vari-
ants exhibit the distortions discussed in the previous section. The
motivation of this section is to show that many of the issues we
have been discussing theoretically do show up in practice. We study
a diabetes prediction model trained on a data set from the Scikit
learning library [19]; this data set was originally used in [20]. The
data has ten base features, age, sex, body mass index (BMI), average
blood pressure (BP), and six blood serum measurements. Data is
12It also satisfies Linearity if both functions f1 and f2 in the sum f1 + f2 are defined
on an identical set of features.
obtained for each of 442 diabetes patients, as well as the response
of interest, a quantitative measure of disease progression one year
after the time of measurement of the base features.
We first investigate the variation in attribution across differ-
ent attribution methods. For this, we trained a linear model using
Scikit’s implementation of Lasso regression [21]; we used the stan-
dard settings of the fitting algorithm and 75%-25% train-test split.
The variance explained by the model is 35%. The model coefficients
are 399 for BMI, 4.9 for BP and 291 for the fifth blood serum mea-
surement (s5). The intercept is 154.15, which closely matches the
data set average of response.
We investigated three attribution methods. The first method
uses BS with the data average for each feature as the baseline;
because our model is linear, this is equivalent to RBS with a random
training example as the baseline (see Remark 4.2) and also the
method from [11] that uses the a product of marginal distributions
to compute CES. The second method is CES over the training data
(described in Section 4.2). The third mitigates the sparsity in the
data (see Remark 4.5), by simulating a smoothing of the data; when
we condition on a set S of features in the computation of CES, we
average the prediction over all the training data points that are
close to the explicand in each of the features in S ; two data points
are close along a certain feature if their difference is within a certain
fraction (we use two settings 0.1 and 0.2) of the standard deviation.
Our first takeaway (see Figure 1) is that BS attributions are very
different from the other three, but also that the extent of smoothing
impacts the attribution (see for instance the attributions of the
feature S2).
Our second takeaway is that CES fails the Dummy axiom. Notice
that 7 of the 10 variables are dummy features. Despite this, they
receive non-zero attributions (see Figure 1).
Our third takeaway is that CES fails Linearity. To show this,
we built a random forest model with two trees, each of depth two
using the same test-train split as we used in the linear model above.
The variance explained by this model is 38%, which is in the same
ballpark as the the linear model. The first tree uses three features,
BMI, S5 and S6. The second tree uses two features, BMI and S5.
Recall that the prediction of the forest is a uniform average over
the trees, i.e., it is linear in the prediction of the trees. Therefore,
we would expect the attributions to also be linear. However, if
we compute CES for the two trees using only the features they
reference, for instance, {BMI , S5} for the second tree, then, the
average of the attributions does not equal the attributions for the
forest (see Figure 2). (If, however, CES is computed over the same
feature set for the two trees, {BMI , S5, S6}, i.e., the dummy variable
S6 is included in the computation for the second tree, the linearity
axiom is preserved.)
We did not observe significant failures of Demand Monotonicity
and Strong Monotonicity in this empirical study.
5 CONCLUSION
5.1 Intuitiveness of BS
We have discussed the axiomatic properties of three methods Base-
line Shapley (BS), Random Baseline Shapley (RBS), and Conditional
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Figure 1: Attribution distribution across 20 explicands for four methods, BS, CES, CES (smoothing 0.1), CES (smoothing 0.2).
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Figure 2: CES fails Linearity: there should be no change in attributions.
Expectation Shapley (CES); the three methods reference the dis-
tribution in different ways, resulting in different attributions. Re-
mark 4.11 summarizes the qualitative differences between the three
methods; it shows that CES produces counterintuitive attributions,
captured by the failure to satisfy certain axioms. The counterintu-
itiveness disappears under two conditions. Some axioms (Linearity,
Dummy and Demand Monotonicity) are satisfied if the underlying
distribution is independent. ([11] informally comes to the same
conclusion that independent distributions are required for "causal"
attributions. In fact, the paper forces independence by construct-
ing a product of marginal distributions.) Other axioms (Symmetry,
Strong Monotonicity) are guaranteed if there is a single, explicit
comparison point (the baseline) as in BS method. The net result is
that BS satisfies the maximal set of desirable properties (axioms)
and is hence most intuitive; there is also a matching uniqueness
result showing that it is the only method that satisfies a certain list
of axioms (Corollary 3.3).
In summary, our results suggest the use of Baseline Shapley (BS).
5.2 Challenges in applying BS
One potential deficiency of BS is that it may reference the model on
inputs dissimilar from the ones seen during training. This can hap-
pen because it generates inputs that mix the features of the baseline
and explicand. We must therefore train the model on a diverse set of
inputs to ensure that the function is well-behaved on the cartesian
product of the baseline’s features values, with that of the feature val-
ues of every possible explicand. Some natural language models such
as [22], replace input tokens with a ’mask’ token during training to
improve prediction accuracy. Consequently, BS with a baseline that
is a vector of mask symbols will tend to reference realistic inputs.
For vision models that take pixels as input, ensuring good behavior
on the full-cross is infeasible and it may be more effective to tackle
the problem of realism by using an entirely different technique,
such as Integrated Gradients, which interpolates smoothly between
the baseline and the explicand. For certain choices of the baseline
(e.g. the black image), the intermediate inputs (variants of the expli-
cand image with different intensities) generated by this attribution
method are more likely to be natural than those produced by BS (a
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mix of black pixels with the explicand pixels). Indeed, Integrated
Gradients is an extension of Aumann-Shapley, just as BS is an ex-
tension of Shapley-Shubik (Remark 2.2). Both Shapley-Shubik and
Aumann-Shapley are generalizations of the Shapley value to the
continuous setting (see Remark 2.4).
5.3 Insensitivity to the feature distribution
Suppose you have a linearmodel over two highly correlated features
x1 and x2. BS attributions will depend heavily on the feature coeffi-
cients, which, if the model is not regularized can vary significantly,
even though the prediction on inputs in the feature distribution
does not.
For simplicity, assume that the features are completely correlated,
and identically distributed. Then, all the models that have the same
sum of coefficients c1+c2 will have identical prediction performance
on the feature distribution; let us say that optimal prediction is
achieved by a model where c1 + c2 = c . BS would give the features
attributions that are dependent on the specific values of c1 and c2.
For simplicity, let us pick the x1 = 0,x2 = 0 as the baseline, and
x1 = 1,x2 = 1 as the explicand; both are in the feature distribution.
The attributions are c1 and (c − c1) respectively, which varies by
choice of c1, even though, the predictions do not vary. In contrast,
CES gives identical attributions to both features, and is insensitive
to the choice of c1.
The BS attributions are therefore faithful to the specific model
being analyzed; this is valuable if the point is to explain the given
model. From this perspective, attributions from CES seem absurd.
On the other hand, if x1 and x2 are completely correlated, they will
always be identical in any realized observation. From the perspec-
tive of this feature distribution, no one feature is more important
than another. The extent to which the distribution makes x1 and x2
equivalent, CES relies on the distribution to the point of ignoring
the model.
This is the crux of the matter: In taking the model seriously (even
"literally"), BS evaluates it on points in feature space that may never
occur in practice, and may not even be realizable. Furthermore,
this can happen even if both baseline and explicand are themselves
realizable. To what extent is it legitimate do attribution without
regard for the feature distribution? To what extent is attribution
only a property of the function and not the feature distribution?
These are research questions worth pondering. The ML practitioner,
however, will likely be focused on the specificmodel being deployed.
Out in the wild, distributions can deviate from what was observed
in the training data, either due to chance, training/serving skew,
or feedback. In addition to being intuitive, BS is also advisable for
these reasons.
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